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INFO
Geneva-based  hardly  classifiable  yet  unmistakable  SINNER  DC 
returns with a new album, and this welcome addition enriches their 
discography with another display of both the constant evolution and 
consistence in quality that the trio is known for.

SINNER DC’s unique brand of overwhelming electronic music has 
left very few indifferent and gathered an avid following that’s certain 
to grow in number and grow fonder at a listen of Future That Never 
Happened, the new album planned for release the 1st of October on 
Mental Groove Records.

The thread running throughout the album is the story of an imaginary 
teenage girl running away from home. The tracks unfold subtly and 
gain in intensity, telling an entire story through revealing atmospheric 
soundscapes supported here by dreamy vocal layers and there by 
addictive  rhythms.  Visions  of  crossing  canyons,  escaping  a  city’s 
aggressive neon lights, fainting in the desert to wake up to a forest 
fire, delving in thoughts of the worries caused to loved ones, finding 
refuge in a valley of greenery, and finally reaching the ocean for a 
symbolized  rebirth,  all  sceneries  and  feelings  imaginable  pour 
through the speakers as the album plays,  transcribed to perfection 
into a musical journey you can’t help but embark on.

The infallible formula behind SINNER DC’s music has grown even 
stronger, they merge electronic layers with organic elements to the 
best  effect.  SINNER  DC’s  trademark  captivating  intensity  simply 
peaks on Future That Never Happened. 

Imagine Ennio Morricone and Sonic Boom lost in a canyon !
For fans of M83, James Holden, Sigur Ros, Donato Dozzy, 
Walls, …
SINNER DC’s two previous albums, Crystallized (2009) and 
Mount Age (2006), were released on British label Ai Records to 
great success and critical acclaim.

The album will be supported by several singles, remix Eps, and 4 
videos.

The CD version comes in a high-quality sparkling digipack, a 
unique treat for the collectors!

WHAT THEY SAID
JAMES HOLDEN : "Big fan of your work" 
RESIDENT ADVISOR : "Emotionally intense brilliance... "
RICHARD DAVIS (Cybotron) : "Your sins are forgiven..."
PEDRO WINTER : "L'album tourne en boucle chez moi."
MAGIC : "Ambitieux et jamais prétentieux..."
TEXTURA : "near-perfection."
TSUGI : "Formidable trio... mélancolique et solaire."
NICK LUSCOMBE : "... I love it."
dDAMAGE : "Nous sommes fans ultime de votre musique"
REBOLLEDO : "Really really great..."
TECHNIKART : "Concentré de pureté ... 
THE WIRE : "A singular, swooning take on electronica..."
NME : "A recommendation."
NEW YORK TIMES : "Hazy and propulsive, gurgling keyboards 
and sound effects on top of ultra precise beats..."
LES INROCKUPTIBLES : "Une excursion en apesanteur..."
LIBERATION : "Un album de maturité réussissant une synthèse 
inédite... Notre disque fournaise de l'année" 
JOSEPH  GOSHN :  "Splendide...  un  savoir  faire  évoquant  le 
meilleur de warp, mais plus moderne encore."
PLAID : "Great  songs!" 

CONTACT 
info@mentalgroove.ch 

LINKS  
www.mentalgroove.ch
www.sinnerdc.com
www.facebook.com/sinnerdc 
http://new.official.fm/sinnerdc

SINNER DC
FUTURE THAT NEVER HAPPENED

CD / DIGITAL 
MENTAL GROOVE : MGCD083
STREET DATE : 1st  OCTOBER 2012
FILE UNDER : ELECTRONIC

TRACKLISTING
1. ENDLESS VALLEY
2. TC
3. HEY GIRL
4. STATUES
5. DREAMLINER

  6. DAY/NIGHT
  7. FUTURES
  8. DREEM
  9. WHERE SHE GOES
10. THE HORIZON
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